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A method is derived to approximate he basin and investigate the transients of an attracting fixed point with complex 
multipliers for an analytic invertible mapping of the real plane. It consists of constructing approximate but explicit expressions 
for the normal transformation about the fixed point. This transformation has the whole basin as domain, and transforms the 
nonlinear mapping restricted to the basin, to a linear one. 
With this transformation a on-negative functional for the basin is defined whose value decreases along an orbit. Explicit 
expressions are derived for a sequence of contours approximating a level line of this functional. At large values ol me 
functional a level line approximates the basin boundary. 
Calculation of a sequence oflevel ines yields estimates for that part of the basin where regular (monotonic) onvergence to 
the attracting fixed point is to be expected. The shape of the level ines demonstrates the occurrence of transient-periodic 
behavior. The way in which the unstable manifold of the saddle, born together with the attractor f om a tangent bifurcation, 
intersects the level ines yields a criterion for a saddle-sink connection. In that case the stable manifold as part of the basin 
boundary has a simple structure, incontrast to the fractal structure that occurs when there is a homoclinic orbit, which causes 
final state sensitivity. The calculations are carried out for the H6non mapping. 
1. Introduction 
Consider a dissipative analytic invertible map- 
ping H, R s ~ R" with s > 2, 
x' = H(x) ,  H(x)  = Px + Q(x), (1.1a) 
with an attracting fixed point at the origin. Q(x) 
contains terms of order two and higher. The linear 
part P has diagonal normal form with repeated 
eigenvalues ~1 . . . . .  A s that satisfy 
lYk l l - l l~s lz~8<l ,  0<13kll ~ . . .  ~ lAs l< l .  
(1 .lb) 
A sequence of coordinate transformations u,,(x) 
(eq. (3.4)) is derived, that converges with ~" (theo- 
rem 3.2, appendix B) to an invertible real analytic 
function fi(x), the normal transformation [1]. This 
function transforms all orbits of H in the basin of 
the origin to orbits of the linear map u'  = Pu. The 
transformation fi(x) contains all nonlinear aspects 
of the dynamics in the basin. Hence the converg- 
ing sequence {u , (x ) )  provides a way to derive 
qualitative and quantitative results about the basin 
boundary and about transients in the basin. 
In this paper we obtain such results for a map- 
ping of the plane with a fixed point that has two 
complex eigenvalues 2, and ~*. The main tool is 
the computat ion of level lines of a functional 
L (x )  that is defined on the basin with the aid of 
fi(x). The value of this functional decreases mono- 
tonically along an orbit in the basin B 0, 
f~(Hx)=lX lL (x ) ,  x~B o. (1.2) 
Its level lines are closed nonintersecting contours 
about the origin (cf. figs. 2-3). Each level line is 
the locus of points in the basin with equal 'travel 
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time' to a given elliptic e-neighbourhood f the 
origin. Calculation of a level line at large L yields 
an estimate of the basin boundary. 
Explicit expressions are derived for closed curves 
Cn, L, each enclosing an area  ~'L 2 if the Jacobian 
of the map is constant, that approximate the level 
line at L (x )  - L for large n. 
For any H(x) (cf, (1.1)) one can obtain (and we 
do this for the H6non mapping [2])) an expression 
for a number n(L) such that all points enclosed 
by C,, L are in the basin if n > n(L). Furthermore 
the area enclosed by these Cn, L is mapped into 
itself by H. 
Level lines are calculated for the H6non map- 
ping. Their shape reflects two properties of the 
transients. For large L this shape can be very 
irregular, showing long tentacles (cf. figs. 2-3). 
This corresponds to strongly nonmonotonic ap- 
proach of the orbits to the origin. Moreover the 
area in the plane where this nonmonotonic behav- 
ior occurs increases if at fixed Jacobian the other 
parameters are changed towards the period dou- 
bling point of the attractor. 
One also sees a second well-known transient 
phenomenon, namely that an orbit seems to ap- 
proach an attractor, e.g. a period q orbit, but 
eventually limits on another one [13]. Correspond- 
ing to this phenomenon, the shape of the level 
lines has a q-lobed structure (cf. fig. 3), already 
before the bifurcation of a period q saddle-node 
pair. 
Conclusions about the structure of the basin 
boundary (final state sensitivity [4, 5]) are ob- 
tained from the way in which the unstable mani- 
fold of the saddle accompanying the attracting 
origin, intersects the level lines. If there are such 
intersections, the stable manifold is (part of) the 
basin boundary. Moreover if a sufficiently large 
part of the unstable manifold W u of the saddle is 
enclosed by a level line, one concludes that there 
is a saddle-sink connection. Then that part of the 
basin boundary that consists of the stable mani- 
fold W s has a simple structure, i.e. there is no 
final state sensitivity. This contrasts with the situa- 
tion where W ~ and W u intersect ransversally. In
that case there is final state sensitivity and W S is 
part of the boundaries of the basins of infinitely 
many other attracting orbits as well. 
Figs. 2 and 3 show level lines for the H6non 
mapping keeping the Jacobian constant and vary- 
ing the second parameter. More details about the 
calculations and interpretation of the results are 
given in section 2. In section 3 the approximations 
to the normal form transformation and the con- 
structure procedure of the level lines are derived. 
2. Level lines for the H4non mapping 
Consider the H6non mapping in the form [6] 
(2.1) 
The elgenvalues ?t+ of the linear part P are 
complex if b > c 2, 
X+=c±i¢(b-c2), IX+I =b ~/2. (2.2) 
The second fixed point is a saddle at 
X 1 = X 2 ~--- a - (b + 1 - 2c) /2,  (2.3a) 
with multipliers 
X,,.,=b+ l-c++_~/{(b+ l - c )Z -b} ,  (2.3b) 
both positive. These two fixed points originate 
from a saddle-node bifurcation at b = 2c - 1 (cf. 
fig. 1). 
An estimate of the shape of the basin is ob- 
tained by calculating level lines C L at large L. 
Since the basin boundary coincides with the "level 
line" C o, this estimate can be made arbitrarily 
accurate. This procedure yields an underestimate: 
The area enclosed by C L is wholly contained in 
the basin. To appreciate the usefulness of this 
estimate note that an overestimate is found by 
constructing the stable manifold WS of the saddle. 
If Po denotes the region enclosed by this manifold 
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Fig. 1. Parameter diagram for the Hrnon mapping (2.1). The 
attractor at the origin and the saddle are born in a saddle-node 
bifurcation at b = 2c - 1. Above the curve b = c 2 the attractor 
has complex multipliers. A period-3 saddle-node pair bi- 
furcates at the dashed line (for decreasing c). Marks + and × 
indicate the parameter values of the calculations of figs. 2 and 
3, respectively. 
containing the origin*, then B o c Po. Note how- 
ever that P0 may contain the basins of other 
attractors as well (cf. the period-3 orbit in fig. 
3iv)). Examples are the periodic orbits that bifur- 
cate at b = 1 from the origin, which can be con- 
tinued in the b-c plane [7, 9, 10], and those 
related to the existence of a homoclinic orbit 
[3, 111. 
Furthermore the approximation of the basin by 
D L, which denotes the interior of C L, is uniform in 
the following sense: C L is mapped onto  Cgbl/2 by 
H. Consequently the 'travel time' of a point x on 
C L to a small elliptic neighborhood D, of the 
origin is given by 
r~, L = In (L /e ) / In  b -1, 
(2.4) 
i.e. H 'x  ~ D~ i fn>r , , L .  
*More precisely: Po is the set of points that can be con- 
nected with the origin through a bounded curve that does not 
intersect W s. 
Thus all points on C L have equal traveltime and 
D L consists precisely of those points in the basin 
with traveltime qual to or less than ~'~, L" 
An explicit expression for an arbitrarily large 
region wholly within the basin can be obtained 
from theorem 3.4 (see below). For the H4non 
mapping the result is that an area 7rL 2 enclosed by 
curves (cf. (3.10b)) 
C , . L= {x lx= H-"(b"/2L(alcoseo+ a2 sin•)),  
0 < ¢ < 2~r } (2.5a) 
is in the basin if n > 21n(L / l ) / ln (b-1) ,  where 
the constant l is given by 
l=  2-1(1 - bl/2 )( bl/2 - Icl )( b - c2 ) -1 /2b  -1/2.  
(2.5b) 
Here a 1 and a 2 are the (orthogonal) eigenvectors 
of the hermitean matrix A (cf. (3.7)), normalized 
such that (a l ,  Aal) = ( a2, Aa2) = 1. 
Figs. 2 -3  demonstrate the nonmonotonic ap- 
proach of orbits to the origin. Keep in mind that 
for a l inear map level lines are ellipses. Here we 
observe that for larger L long tentacles are formed. 
Thus the distance of H"(x)  to the origin is cer- 
tainly not a monotonic function of n, for orbits 
starting at large L. Furthermore note that the area 
where this nonmonotonic behavior occurs in- 
creases with decreasing c (fig. 2). One also ob- 
serves that the length of grad L can be very large 
in this area. Consequently two points a small 
distance apart  can have a very different travel time 
to D~ [12]. This is another aspect of irregular 
transient behavior. 
In view of the 3- or 4-lobed shape of the level 
lines in fig. 3, one expects (at the corresponding 
parametervalues) that many orbits in het basin 
seem to converge to a period-3 (or -4) orbit, but 
eventually wander away to the origin. In fig. 3iv) 
this shape is caused by a period-3 saddle-node 
pair that bifurcates at b = 0.9, c--- -0.3991 (ana- 
lytical result, cf. [10]). In iii) however, there is no 
period-3 orbit. Nevertheless the same shape is 
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Fig. 2. Level lines of the functional L(x) (1.2) for the H6non mapping (2.1), evaluated for fixed b = 0.9 and decreasing c. Each level 
line is the image of the next one outside. The area enclosed by each contour is 0.36~ra2b '' respectively, n = 0, 1 .... 20, where (a, a ) 
are the coordinates of the saddle. Figs. i-iv illustrate the decrease of the area when the orbits approach the origin monotonically. The 
outermost level line provides an estimate of the basin boundary_, i, ii): All points of the branch W. ~ of the unstable manifold are in 
the basin. Hence each x ~ W ~ has a neighborhood N,~ of which one connected part is in the basin. The thick part of W~ in ii) 
denotes a piece w, whose images by H j build up W. ~ completely (see text). 
present,  due to the existence of two (complex!)  
per iod-3  orbi ts  in C 2, close to the real p lane [13]. 
F rom figs. 2 -3  one can also infer propert ies of 
the bas in  boundary ,  especial ly about  final state 
sensit iv i ty [4, 5]. In all cases shown, the unstable 
man i fo ld  W u of  the saddle intersects a level line. 
Hence  it intersects the basin and consequent ly  the 
stable man i fo ld  is (part of) the basin boundary  [8]. 
In fig. 2i, ii) one observes that all points  of the left 
b ranch  of W u are in the basin, i.e. there is a 
sadd le -s ink  connect ion.  In that case W S as part  of 
the bas in  boundary ,  has a s imple structure: for 
each x ~ W S there is a ne ighbourhood N,x such 
that  one hal f  (cf. fig. 2ii) is complete ly  in the 
basin. Th is  is proved in append ix  A. There is no 
final state sensit iv ity in this case, 
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Fig. 3. The q-lobed shape (q = 3,4) demonstrates the transient approach to a period-q orbit in the basin. In iii) this is caused by the 
existence of a complex period-3 pair close to the real plane. For smaller values of c this pair bifurcates into a saddle-node pair at 
c = -0.3991 [10]. The + and × in iv) mark the period-3 since and saddle respectively. The enclosed area equals s~ra2b n with s equal 
to 0.19, 0.16, 0.16 and 0.04, respectively, and n = 0, I . . . .  ,20. 
In order to establish the saddle-sink connection 
definitely f rom in fig. 2i, ii), note that W u consists 
of two invariant branches W~ and W u since both 
multipliers of the saddle are positive. Further- 
more, since the map is invertible, one such branch 
can be written as the union U_ ~ . . . .  H~ff, where 
is a piece of W~_ between two subsequent point 
x 0 ~ W °+ and Hx o. Hence there is a saddle-sink 
connection if one can find such a piece in the 
interior of a curve C L. This can be read off easily 
f rom the intersections of W+ with the level lines. 
If  W~_ intersects a level line C L for the first time 
at x 0 (counting from the saddle) then it intersects 
the next level line for the first time at Hx o. This 
determines a piece ff (cf. fig. 2ii). 
Finally, if there is a homoclinic orbit (cf. figs. 
2iv), 3) there certainly is no saddle-s ink connec- 
tion. Nevertheless W s is part of the basin 
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boundary. The latter property follows from the 
fact that one can always find a bounded region 
(cf. the region bounded by pieces of W ~ and W u 
between the saddle and the point p in fig. 2iv)) 
that contains the origin and has parts of W u and 
W ~ as boundary. Thus since the area of the basin 
is infinite for the present (invertible) mapping, this 
basin necessarily intersects W u, so that W S con- 
sists of boundary points [8]. 
Extending this argument one can show that W ~ 
belongs to the boundary of each attracting orbit in 
P0- Examples of such orbits are mentioned at the 
beginning of this section. The presence of a homo- 
clinic orbit causes that W ~ piles up against itself. 
This results in a sensitivity of 'eln e -~' type with 
respect o final states either in P0 or in its comple- 
ment [5]. 
3. Construction of normal transformation and 
level lines 
First the existence is established of an analytic 
transformation f (x )  from the basin of the origin 
to R" which transforms all orbits of the nonlinear 
map in the basin to orbits of the linear map 
u' = Pu. Secondly a set of transformations { u,(x)} 
is derived which approximate f (x )  for large n. 
Finally the functional L (cf. (1.2)) is defined and a 
procedure to construct its level lines (if s = 2) is 
formulated. At the same time we obtain explicit 
expressions for contours about the origin that 
enclose an arbitrarily large area in the basin. 
Following Hartmann's theorem [8], there is a 
neighbourhood of the origin and a homeomor- 
phism ~(x) such that an orbit x,  = H"(xo) in this 
neighbourhood is mapped onto an orbit u, = Pnu o 
of the linear mapping u' = Pu, where u 0 = h(Xo). 
For maps (1.1) considered here, the inequal- 
ity (1.1b) guarantees that the eigenvalues of P 
are nonresonant, and h(x) is biholomorphic 
(Poincar6's theorem [1]). The validity of this local 
theorem can be extended easily to the whole basin. 
Lemma 3.1. There is an analytic transformation 
Y(u), with analytic inverse f (x) ,  that maps R" 
onto the basin of attraction of the origin such that 
H(2(u))=Y(Pu) ,  P f (x )=f (Hx) ,  (3.1a) 
Y(u) = u + h.o.t., (3.1b) 
and, if H has constant Jacobian, 
get ( DY(u)) : get(Off (x))  = 1 *. (3.1c) 
Proof. There exists [1] a biholomorphic trans- 
formation 2 (u)= u+h.o.t. ,  defined at a small 
domain about the origin that satisfies (3.1a, b). 
Define 2(u) for given u outside this domain by 
Y(u) = H-mfc(P"u), (3.2) 
where rn is such that Pmu is in this domain. 
Obviously m is not unique, but one readily shows 
that Y(u) is single-valued (cf. the proof of the 
lemma in appendix A). This function £(u) is 
analytic, since 2(u) and H are analytic. With 
definition (3.2) and the fact that 2(u) satisfies 
(3.1a, b), one readily verifies (3.1a, b) for 2(u). 
Similar arguments hold for the inverse f(x) .  
Differentiation of (3.1a) yields, if det DH(x) is 
constant, 
det (DY(u)) = det (D£(Pu)). (3.3) 
Since det(D£(u))  is analytic (3.1c) follows im- 
mediately with (3.3): 
det(DY(u))= lim det(DY(Pnu)) 
= det (DY(O)) = 1. QED 
The normal transformation Y(u) contains all in- 
formation on the nonlinear aspects of the motion, 
so it is worthwhile to find useful approximations. 
To this end define the set of transformations 
x,(u)=H-"(P°u), u°(x)=P °H"(x). 
(3.4) 
* D~ (u) denotes the derivative of2 ( u ). 
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The x,(u) approximate Y(u) if 6, defined in (1.1b) 
is less than one. 
Theorem 3.2 
i) For each u ~ R ~ there is a constant M~ 
that 
such 
Ilxn(u)-.~(u)II <=M~,8 n. (3.5a) 
then it holds analogous to (3.7) 
L(Hx) = bl/2L(x), x ~ B o* (3.9) 
Since A = SiS is hermitean with positive eigenval- 
ues and fi(x) has nonzero Jacobian, L (x )  is non- 
negative and has only one stationary point, a zero 
at the origin. Consequently, the level lines C L 
ii) For each x in the basin B 0, there is a 
constant M x such that cL -  = = L: } (3.10a) 
I [u,(x)-~(x)l l~mx~". (3.5b) 
Here I1" t4 denotes the Euclidean norm (or an 
equivalent one (cf. (3.11)). 
Remark. The proof is given in appendix B. The 
validity of this theorem is related to the fact that 
(3.1a) can be written as ~(u)= H-lY(Pu), i.e. as 
a functional equation ~(u)= FY(u) for the func- 
tion Y(u). Then x,(u) is the nth iterate by F of a 
zero order approximation Xo(U)=U , x , (u )= 
Fnxo(u). 
We now apply these general results to a map- 
ping of the plane and to the case that P has 
complex eigenvalues ~ and X*, and Jacobian b = 
~* ;  ~ then equals b x/2. With fi(x) the Lyapunov 
functional L,(x) (cf. (1.2)) will be defined. Let P 
be diagonalized by a matrix S, 
SPS- I=A,  A ---- diag(~, X*). (3.6) 
Then the equalities (Pu, StSPu) = (u, StAtASu) 
= [Xl2(u, S*Su) yield 
are closed contours about the origin and they do 
not intersect. Similarly contours C,, L are defined, 
which are level lines of the functional (u,(x), 
Au,(x)), 
C,,L---- (X=X,(U)I(u, Au)=L2). (3.10b) 
From theorem 3.2 one infers immediately: 
Corollary 3.3. The contours C,, L converge point- 
wise to the level line C L. 
The procedure to approximate a level line sim- 
ply is to take an ellipse {ul(u, Au)=L 2} and 
apply x,(u) for increasing n. In this way one 
obtains the curves C., L. Note that the area en- 
closed by C,, L equals ~rL 2 for each n if H has 
constant Jacobian, since x,(u) is area preserving 
in that case. 
For sufficiently large n, depending on L, such 
an area is wholly in the basin. To determine how 
big n should be it is convenient to introduce an 
inner product and corresponding norm related to 
P, 
(x,y)=-(x,  Ay), x ,y~R z (3.11) 
(Pu, APu) = b(u, Au), A =StS, (3.7) 
since [~,[2 = b. If a functional L (x )  is defined 
Henceforth [[. [[ denotes the norm derived from 
the inner product above. 
£(x)  = 1/2, Bo, (3.8) 
*In the general case of mappings (1.1) [,(x) can be defined 
similarly and it holds L(Hx) < [~s [L,(x). 
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Theorem 3.4 
i) For each mapping (1.1) there is a positive 
constant l such that the interior of C,,, t, denoted 
by D,,, L satisfies 
then reads 
y '  = H. , (y) ,  Hm(y ) = Py + P "Q( P'>,). 
(3.19) 
HD,,. L c D., i~ 
and 
if n > 2 In (L / l ) / ln  ( b 1) 
(3.12a) 
Again with (3.7) one concludes easily that (3.15) 
holds for the nonlinear part of H m, with constants 
M,, and R m given by 
lim HJx=O i f x~D, ,L .  (3.12b 
]~vc 
ii) If the nonlinear term in Q(x) in (1.1) is 
homogenously quadratic and if q is a constant 
such that 
IlQxll £ qllxl{ 2 (3.13) 
then l in (3.12a) can be chosen as 
l=  (1 - b~/Z)/q. (3.14) 
M,= b"/2M and R m= b-m/2R. (3.20) 
As a result (3.18) holds for each x e N~,, with 
I,, = lb m/2. Finally transform back to x-space. 
Nz,, then transforms to the interior of Cm. ~,,, and 
we obtain (3.12a, b) for each pair {m, L} such 
that L < I m, which yields the inequality in (3.12a). 
ii) If Q(x)  is homogeneously quadratic, the con- 
stant M above equals q (3.13) and the restriction 
IIxll < R can be dropped. Eq. (3.14) then follows 
from (3.17). QED 
Proof. Since Q(x)  in (1.1) is analytic there are 
constants M and R such that Acknowledgements 
IIQ(x)l[ ~ M[Ixll 2, ifllxll ~ e.  (3.15) 
Then one obtains with Schwarz' inequality and 
using the fact that the operator norm of P in the 
metric derived from (3.11) equals b 1/2 (cf. (3.7)) 
LIHxl[ =< Ilexll + [IQ(x)ll =< {b t/a + MIIxll} Ilxll, 
ILxll ___< e .  (3.16) 
Let the constant 1 and the elliptic region N t be 
defined by 
l=-min(R , l -b  1/2t ~t T ], N1= {xl[IxJl < l} (3.17) 
Then (cf. (3.16)) IIHxl[ <_- 011x[I where 0 < 0 < 1 if 
x ~ N~. Consequently 
HN~ c Nz, lim HJX = 0 if x ~ N t. (3.18) 
j~  
The next step is to perform for fixed m a coordi- 
nate transformation y = u,,,(x). The mapping (1.1) 
I thank Robert Helleman for useful discussions. 
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Appendix A 
It is proved that the stable manifold of the 
saddle as part of the basin boundary has a simple 
structure if there is a saddle-sink connection (cf. 
fig. 2 ii). First Hartmann's (local) theorem [8] is 
extended as follows: 
Lemma. Let an analytic invertible mapping 7", 
R 2---~ N 2 have a hyperbolic fixed point x 0 with 
characteristic multipliers I XuL > 1 and IXsl < 1. 
Let the linearization of T at x 0' denoted by DT 0, 
have eigenspaces E u and E ~ respectively. 
Then there is a domain D, satisfying 
DToD=D, eUcD, eScD, (A.1) 
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and a continuous transformation x(u): D ~ R 2 
that maps each orbit of the mapping u' = DTou in 
D onto an orbit of the mapping x '  = Tx, i.e. 
Tx(u)=x(DTou) ,  u~D.  (A.2) 
Furthermore x(u) is locally a homeomorphism: 
each u ~ D has a neighbourhood on which x(u) 
has a continuous inverse. 
it is a product of homeomorphisms for each u and 
a neighborhood of u (cf. (A.5)). 
Remark. The transformation is generally not in- 
vertible on D (for example if there is a homoclinic 
orbit). 
With this lemma we next prove (cf. fig 2ii) and 
the last paragraphs of section 2) 
Proof. According to Hartmann's theorem, there is 
a homeomorphism 2(u), defined on a neighbour- 
hood D O of x o such that 
7"2 = 2(DTou), u ~ Do, DTou ~ D o. (A.3) 
Theorem. If W u+ is wholly contained in the basin 
B 0, then for each x ~ W ~ there is an e-neighbor- 
hood N~x = (YIIlY - xll < e} that is divided by W s 
in two connected open parts, such that one part is 
in the basin. 
For simplicity D O is chosen in such a way that for 
each u ~ D 0, there exist integers m+ and m_, m+ 
> 0, m_ < 0 such that 
DToJu~Do, m_<j<m+,  
(A.4) 
DTc~u qi D o, j > m +, j < m . 
The domain D-=U_~<,<~DT~D o clearly 
satisfies (A.1). On this domain the function x(u) 
is defined according to 
x(u) . D0, 
r-  (DVgu), U Do, (A.5) 
Proof. Let E~_ denote that part of E u that is 
mapped by x(u) onto W~. By assumption each 
x ~ W u has a neighborhood in the basin. Conse- 
quently each u ~ E~_ has a neighborhood o such 
that the image x(o) is in the basin. Each u E E s 
has a neighborhood O divided by E s in two open 
parts P+ and O-, such that for each v ~ p+ there 
is an u ~ E u, a neighborhood o of u and an n 
such that DTg'v ~ o. Consequently x(v) ~ B o for 
each v ~ O +. 
Finally, since x (u) is locally invertible, the image 
of p by x(u) is topologically equivalent to O. This 
proves the theorem. QED 
where k is an integer such that DToku ~ D o. Al- 
though for given u~D O the integer k is not 
unique, this definition yields a single-valued x(u): 
let k 1 and k 2 be such that DToklU ~ Do, DTok2u 
D o. Then x(u)  is single-valued iff 
T-k12( DTok'U) = T-k~2( DTok~U). (A.6) 
This relation follows immediately from (A.3) and 
(A.4): let k 2 -k  I > 0. Then because of (A.4) all 
points DTku, k = kl ,  k a + 1,. . . ,  k 2 - kt, are in 
D o. This allows us to apply (A.3) (k 2 -kx )  times 
on the left-hand side of (A.6), which yields an 
identity, x(u) is locally a homeomorphism, since 
Appendix B 
In this appendix Theorem 3.2 is proved. For 
convenience the metric defined in (3.11) is used. 
First we prove (3.5b) in a somewhat stronger 
version: 
For each simply connected bounded domain D 
in the basin containing the origin there is a con- 
stant C D such that 
sup I lu,(x)  - ~(x)ll ___< CDS". (B.1) 
x~D 
Since the nonlinear part Q(x) of the mapping is 
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analytic there is a constant N D such that Finally combination of (B.7) and (B.8) results in 
IlO(x)ll~N~llxll 2, x~D.  (B.2) 
Since D is in the basin there is a constant M D 
such that 
IIg"xll < IIPII2pM~, x ~ D, (B.3) 
where ]1 Hop denotes the operator norm. The dif- 
ference between two subsequent terms u, (x)  reads 
u, , ; l (x ) -u , , (x )=e " IQ(H'x). (B.4) 
Hence, with (B.2, 3) and the fact that in the metric 
(3.11) the operator norm of P and P-~ are [?t~[ 
and {)tx{-1 respectively, we obtain a constant GD 
such that 
sup 112(u)-- x,,(u)l l<RCD 8''. (B.9) 
uE L' 
It remains to show that for each u there is a D 
and a U such that ueU . To find such a U 
choose D so large that u is interior point of U<. 
Then U can always be chosen in such a way that 
it contains u. QED 
Appendix  C 
A constant q is calculated such that (3.13) holds 
for the H6non mapping (2.1). The result is 
q = 2bl/2(b - c2)1/2(bl/2- Icl) ~ (c.1) 
supllu,,+~(x)-u,,(x)ll<~ IX l ("~' 
rED 
N, IIH"xII 2 < 8"G D. (B.5) 
As a result u,(x) converges to a function h(x) in 
supremum norm. Since Pu,(x)= u, l(Hx), this 
function satisfies Ph(x) = fi(Hx) and it has to be 
identified (cf. (3.1a)) with u(x) in (3.5b). 
In order to prove (3.5a) define the images of D 
by u,,(x) and h(x) respectively 
Choose the matrix S in (3.6) as 
( ) S = 1 -~.* 1/'2 -1  h ( (h t~ ,2 , -c2 , ,  (C.2) 
then 
A = 1 -c  b -c  2) 1 (C.3) 
- -  C b 
Eq. (2.1) yields 
U,,=u,(D),  U~=-~(D). (B.6) (Q(x),  AQ(x))  = 4Allx 4, (C.4) 
Since u,,(x) and h(x) have a continuous inverse, 
the sets U,, are simply connected and bounded and 
their boundaries ar~proach the boundary of U~. 
Thus for each pair of sets {U. ,U  } such that 
U c U< c U.  there is an N such that U c U,, 
c U, ,  if n > N. Substitution of x = x, (u)  in (B.1) 
yields 
sup Ilu - ~( u,,( u))l l  ~ GD a". (B.7) 
u c t",, 
Since 2(u) is analytic on U+ there is a constant R 
such that 
sup I I~(u~)-2(u2)l l~Rl[ua-u2H. (B.8) 
Ul, U2E ~J'~ 
Since the matrix elements A u and A22 are posi- 
tive, it holds the inequality 
x21 <= A;]l(A,lX21 + A22 x2) = Al l l (x,  DAx), 
(c.5) 
where DA = diag(A H, A22 ). If p is the smallest 
constant such that 
(x,  DAx) <p(x ,  Ax), ( C .6 ) 
then combination of (C.4) and (C.5) shows that 
(3.13) holds if 
q2 = 4p2/A11. (C.7) 
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Relat ion (C.6) holds if (x , (Da  -pA)x )  < 0 for all 
x, equivalent ly if DA -pA  has no positive eigen- 
values. This condit ion is satisfied if 
T r (DA -pa)  < O, det (DA -pA)  > O. (C.8) 
Evaluat ion of these inequalities (cf. (C.3)) yields 
( l+b) (1 -p)<0,  b (1 -p)2 -cZp2>0.  
(C.9) 
F rom the first inequality one obtains p > 1. The 
second inequal i ty then gives 
b~/2(p - 1) >_ [c[p. (C.10) 
The smallest value of p satisfying this last in- 
equal i ty is 
p = b l /2 / (b l /2  - [c[). (c.11) 
(C.1) then follows readily with (C.7). 
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